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The innovative dependency-pair termination method of [1, 2] relies on two important observations:
– If a rewrite system is nonterminating, then there is an infinite derivation with at
least one redex at the top of a term (see, for example, [4, p. 287]).
– If a rewrite system is nonterminating, then there is an infinite derivation in which all
proper subterms of every redex are mortal (these are the “constricting” derivations
of [11]). By “mortal”, we mean that it initiates finite derivations only.
Let F be some vocabulary (of constant and function symbols) and T , the set of terms
constructed from it. The dependency-pair method can be reformulated—and somewhat
strengthened—in terms of two (related) quasi-orderings, as follows:
A rewrite system terminates if there are well-founded quasi-orderings % and
%0 such that:
1. (Rule) ` % r for all rules ` → r;
2. (Dependency) ` 0 u for all subterms u of the right side r of a rule ` → r
that are not also subterms of the left side `;
3. (Monotonicity) u % v implies f (· · · , u, · · ·) % f (· · · , v, · · ·) for all symbols
f ∈ F and (ground) terms · · · , u, v, · · · ∈ T ; and
4. (Harmony) u % v implies f (· · · , u, · · ·) %0 f (· · · , v, · · ·) for all symbols f ∈
F and (ground) terms · · · , u, v, · · · ∈ T ,
where  and 0 are the strict partial orderings (% \ - and %0 \ -0 ) associated
with % and %0 .
Only % is required to be monotonic. We have excluded dependency inequalities for
right-hand subterms that also appear on the left; this includes all variables. Harmony
is called “quasi-monotonicity of %0 with respect to %” in [3]. (All inequalities refer to
ground terms but can be lifted to free terms in the standard manner: Demanding that
u  v for terms u, v with free variables means that uγ  vγ for all substitutions γ of
ground terms for those variables; see also [2, fn. 5].)
To clarify relations between various termination methods, we first define some properties of binary term relations:
Sub(=):
Mono(=):
Harmony(=,):
Compat(=,):
RuleR (=):
ReduceR (=):
DependR (=):
?

f (· · · s · · ·) = s
s = t ⇒ f (· · · s · · ·) = f (· · ·t · · ·)
s = t ⇒ f (· · · s · · ·)  f (· · ·t · · ·)
s=t u⇒s=u
`→r∈R⇒`=r
s →R t ⇒ s = t
` → r ∈ R∧sr ⇒ ` = s∨s`
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where R is an arbitrary rewrite system; →R is the associated rewrite relation; and  ()
is the (proper) subterm relation. All symbols should be understood universally: s,t, u are
arbitrary ground terms; ellipses · · · represent arbitrary lists of terms; =,  are arbitrary
binary relations over terms; and f is an arbitrary function symbol (or constant).
In what follows, let % and %0 be arbitrary well-founded quasi-orderings. Using the
above notation, we can express our version (somewhat stronger that the suggestion in
[6, p. 558, en passant]) of the dependency method as follows:
Dependency (%, %0 ) [6]: DependR (0 ), RuleR (%), Mono(%), Harmony(%,%0 ).
More precisely this means
WFO(%) ∧ WFO(%0 )∧
⇒ SN(R)
DependR (0 ) ∧ RuleR (%) ∧ Mono(%) ∧ Harmony(%, %0 )
where
WF(): no infinite descending sequences x1  x2  · · ·
WFO(%): % is a quasi-ordering and WF()
SN(R): WF(→R )
Let Fb be a mirror image of F: Fb = {b
g| g ∈ F}. Denote by sbthe term s = f (u1 , . . . , un )
b that is, sb= fb(u1 , . . . , un ). Let
with root symbol f ∈ F replaced by its mirror image fb ∈ F,
b
b
b
T be T ’s image underb·. If  is a partial ordering of T , define another partial ordering 
b
as u  v, for terms u, v ∈ T , when ub  vb. The original method of [2] is approximately:
b RuleR (%), Mono(%).
Dependency Pairs (%) [2]: DependR (),
b and bareheaded ( f ∈ F) terms. A more
where Mono applies to both hatted ( f ∈ F)
recent version [8] of the dependency-pair method is essentially:
Variant (%, 0 ) [8]: DependR (0 ), RuleR (%), Mono(%), Compat(0 , %).
The methods of [2, 6, 8] exclude only variable subterms x of r from the requireb or ` 0 x, but the proofs remain valid for all s  `, as in our condition
ment that `x
DependR (0 ). There is no need to explicitly exclude the case that s is headed by a constructor (as done in [2]). Instead, one simply makes all terms headed by a constructor
smaller under  than terms headed by defined symbols (doable, since it need not be
monotonic). In fact, any term that can never have a top redex, regardless of rewrites
below the top, can be made minimal, and be safely ignored in the same way.
The dependency-pair method is derived in [2] from the condition:
Main (%) [2]: DependR (), Mono(→R ∩ %).
We contribute the following variants:
Basic (%): DependR (), ReduceR (%).
Intermediate (%, 0 ): DependR (0 ), ReduceR (%), Compat(0 ,%).
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The following summarizes dependencies between the different methods:
Lemma 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Main (%) ⇒ Basic (%)
Basic (%∗ ) ⇒ Intermediate (%,0 )
Intermediate (%,0 ) ⇒ Variant (%,0 )
Main (%0 ) ⇒ Dependency (%,%0 )
b ⇒ Dependency Pairs (%)
Dependency (%,%)

where %∗ is the transitive closure of % ∪ %0 (which is well-founded when the two are
compatible).
An implication M ⇒ M 0 means that method M 0 is a special case of method M. To
prove the implication, viz. that correctness of the antecedent method M implies correctness of the consequent M 0 , one shows that the requirements for M 0 imply the requirements for M. Thus, any well-founded ordering(s) used by M should be derivatives of
those used by M 0 .
For example, to prove Lemma 1.2, we need to show
WFO(%) ∧ WFO(%0 ) ∧ DependR (0 ) ∧ ReduceR (%) ∧ Compat(0 , %)
⇒ WFO(%∗ ) ∧ DependR (∗ ) ∧ ReduceR (%∗ )
which follows from compatibility and properties of the transitive closures.
Other termination methods can be summarized using these same properties:
Standard () [10]: RuleR (), Mono().
Kamin & Lévy () [9]: RuleR (), Mono(→R ∩ ).
Quasi-Simplification Ordering (%) [4]: RuleR (), Sub(%), Mono(%).
Subterm (%) [5]: RuleR (), Sub(%), Mono(→R ∩ %).
We can show:
Lemma 2.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Standard (→R ∩ ) ⇒ Kamin & Lévy ()
Main (%) ⇒ Subterm (%)
Kamin & Lévy (ω ) ⇒ Subterm (%)
Subterm (%) ⇒ Quasi-Simplification Ordering (%)

where s ω t is the well-founded multiset extension [7] of  to the bag of all subterms
of s,t.
One application of the weakened method shown here could be a “pattern-based”
ordering. For the non-monotonic “surface” ordering, one can check whether the term
matches a given pattern derived from a rule’s left side.
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